A model is presented for the mechanism of packaging double-stranded DNA into phage heads. The model is based on, and rationalizes, the mismatch in symmetry between the heads and tails of large bacteriophages. DNA movement is postulated to be mediated by a rotating protein structure at the tail-proximal vertex of the head. A long-standing problem of virus structure concerns the fact that the symmetries of the heads and tails of large bacteriophages are different. All bacteriophage tails for which adequate data are available are now known to have 6-fold rotational symmetry, and they attach to the icosahedral head at one of the axes of 5-fold rotational symmetry (1-5). I propose here a general model for the structure of the large double-stranded DNA-containing phages that accounts for the symmetry mismatch and argue that the symmetry mismatch makes available an interesting new class of models for how double-stranded DNA is packaged into phage heads. The phages to which this discussion applies include X, T4, P22, P2/P4, T7, T3, T5, 029, and others. Casjens and King (6) have recently reviewed the general features of the structure and assembly of these viruses.
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Phage structure A structural feature that is probably common to all the phages under consideration is a small protein knob that lies just inside the head membrane at the unique corner of the icosahedral head where the tail attaches. This structure, which I will call the connector, is assembled as part of the head and, in at least several phages, has been implicated in the earliest steps of head assembly. The phage tail attaches directly to the connector after DNA packaging. Connectors appear to have a roughly cylindrical shape, and in some cases (X, T7, T4, P22) an axial hole has been visualized oriented along the head-tail axis (4, 7, 8 ; W. C. Earnshaw, personal communication). During injection, the DNA passes out of the head and into the tail through the corner where the connector lies, and it is generally assumed that the DNA passes out through the connector. It is also likely that the DNA passes in through the connector when it is being packaged into the head.
Although it is clear that tails have a different symmetry from the icosahedral head membrane, it has never been established whether the interface between the 5-and 6-fold symmetries is at the junction between the tail and the connector or at the junction between the connector and the head membrane. [A third possibility (1)-that the connector is an adaptor with both 5-and 6-fold symmetry (i.e., with 30-fold symmetry)-seems ruled out for at least many of the phages because no proteins are present in the required 30 copies.] The symmetry of the connector has not been determined directly for any of the phages. Table 1 lists the available measurements of the numbers of copies of the proteins in connectors for several phages. Most of the numbers can plausibly be interpreted as multiples of either five or six copies, and none of the data rule out either hypothesis conclusively.
I propose that the connector has 6-fold symmetry and therefore that the symmetries of connectors and tails match but the symmetries of connectors and head membranes do not. Although a conclusive argument for this point of view cannot yet be made, it seems more attractive than the alternative for the following reason. The tail attaches to the connector after head assembly is complete; it must be held in place primarily by the noncovalent bonds it forms with the connector. This attachment would probably be more secure if the symmetries of the tail and connector matched than if they did not. On the other hand, the connector is assembled into the head very early in the assembly pathway and is probably too large to pass out through the hole in the vertex of the head (unpublished results). It might be held in the head primarily by steric constraints, like a button in a buttonhole. If this were so, then the relative weakness of the bonding between connector and head membrane that might be expected from mismatched symmetries would not compromise the integrity of the virion.
Two lines of evidence seem to have some relevance to the question of the symmetry of the connector. First, several different chemical treatments of virions are known to cause separation of heads and tails (4, 8, (9) (10) (11) (12) , and when this happens, the connector usually remains attached to the tail. This is at least compatible with the idea that the connector is bonded more firmly to the tail than to the head membrane, as would be expected if it has 6-fold symmetry. Second, Paulson and Laemmli (13) The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U. S. C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. The mechanism by which one ring of protein subunits might be driven relative to another is not known. However, if the two rings have unequal numbers of subunits as proposed, then an interesting mechanism suggests itself. As noted above, a ring of six subunits turning against a ring of five has 30 equivalent positions. Fig. 3 shows such a system progressing through 4 of the 30 (29) , and conjugative transfer of DNA in E. coli proceeds at a rate of about one base per 1.5 msec (30) . Injection This model for DNA packaging suggests a solution to an important problem of DNA injection-namely, how injection is driven. If DNA packaging is driven against a free energy gradient by a process involving ATP hydrolysis, then some of the energy released in this process will be stored in the structure of the virion in the form of tightly constrained DNA, and this energy should be available for moving the DNA out of the head and into the next host cell.
In order to accomodate the model to all of the requirements of injection, however, it may be necessary to make additional assumptions about the mechanism of injection. According to the arguments presented above, the tail should be fixed firmly to the connector, and the tail presumably also attaches firmly to the cell surface. extensive conformational changes in the virion when it interacts with the cell surface.
Other DNA packaging models
The assembly pathways of the protein capsids of the various phages under consideration have several common features. Among these are the presence of a core or scaffold early in assembly, subsequent loss of the core, and expansion of the capsid to its final size. There are also several details that differ among the different phages. These include whether or not covalent processing of proteins occurs, whether loss of the core is accompanied by degradation of the core protein, whether proteins are added after capsid expansion, and others. Most of the models previously proposed to explain DNA packaging have suggested that DNA entry is coupled to one of the steps of capsid assembly, including degradation of the core (35) , exit of the scaffolding (core) protein (17) , or expansion of the capsid (36, 37) .
The phages being considered are sufficiently similar in the basic features of their structure and assembly that it would be surprising if they did not use a common mechanism for packaging DNA. If this is assumed to be the case, then most of the previous models seem untenable. For (8) , it is apparently located at the same corner of the head as the connector (43) . It may form the part of the head membrane against which the connector rests. The DNA packaging model proposed here would seem to have several advantages over previous models. First, it is not in obvious conflict with any of the experimental data now available, and it appears to be applicable to all of the wellstudied double-stranded DNA phages. Second, it provides a plausible means for coupling ATP hydrolysis to DNA movement and, consequently, a mechanism for storing energy in the structure of the virion to drive DNA injection. Third, it provides a rational explanation for the symmetry mismatch between phage heads and tails. Furthermore; the model seems amenable to extensions that can explain other features of DNA packaging. For example, in the case of phages that cut the DNA after a "headful" has been packaged (44) , the increased difficulty of forcing DNA into the head as a headful is approached might be reflected in a strain-induced conformational change in the connector which could activate an associated nuclease. A more complete assessment of the model and its variations will only be possible when the detailed structures of connectors are better understood.
The principal new idea which makes the proposed DNA packaging model possible is that protein rings with unequal numbers of subunits should be relatively free to rotate against each other. There is currently only one clear example of rotary motion in a biological system. Bacterial flagella are driven in rotary motion by a motor embedded in the cell wall and membrane (45, 46) . The way in which this motor works is not yet clear, but its morphology is compatible with the possibility of unequal protein rings driven by the sort of mechanism illustrated in Fig. 3 . An interesting feature of this mechanism which might recommend it as a general mechanism arises from the fact that the number of equivalent positions that can be assumed by two rings of n and n + 1 subunits as they rotate is n(n + 1). This means that the number of ATP hydrolyses or other energy-yielding events that can be coupled to a rotation varies roughly as the square of the ring size. Consequently, small differences in ring size would result in motors with large differences in gearing ratio.
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